ARCH U-WP U-CH MODAR'S YULE PIED COMET, PCD, BN, RE, AX, AXJ, CGC, TT, RL3A0E, RL1X, WPD, WTD, WWPD, AAAM, TDINC, NW1 ("COMET")

- Breeder: Robin Graham
- Owner: Mary Swinyer
- Pictured carting at a year old.
- Comet earned her Working Team Dog title with the help of her packmates, Arwah & Turbo!
ARCH U-WP U-CH MODAR'S YULE PIED COMET, PCD, BN, RE, AX, AXJ, CGC, TT, RL3AOE, RL1X, WPD, WTD, WWPD, AAAM, TDINC, NW1 ("COMET")

• Breeder: Robin Graham
• Owner: Mary Swinyer
• Pictured heeling in Rally Novice.
• Comet is an enthusiastic worker in obedience and rally!
ARCH U-WP U-CH MODAR'S YULE PIED COMET, PCD, BN, RE, AX, AXJ, CGC, TT, RL3AOE, RL1X, WPD, WTD, WWPD, AAAM, TDINC, NW1 ("COMET")

- Breeder: Robin Graham
- Owner: Mary Swinyer
- Comet is my flying reindeer, leaping tall jumps in a single bound!
ARCH U-WP U-CH MODAR'S YULE PIED COMET, PCD, BN, RE, AX, AXJ, CGC, TT, RL3AOE, RL1X, WPD, WTD, WWPD, AAAM, TDINC, NW1 ("COMET")

- Breeder: Robin Graham
- Owner: Mary Swinyer
- Comet pulling at the 2014 National in San Diego.
ARCH U-WP U-CH MODAR'S YULE PIED COMET, PCD, BN, RE, AX, AXJ, CGC, TT, RL3AOE, RL1X, WPD, WTD, WWPD, AAAM, TDINC, NW1 ("COMET")

- Breeder: Robin Graham
- Owner: Mary Swinyer
- At the end of Comet's 4th WPD hike!
ARCH MTN HOME'S MODAR TURBOCHARGED, BN, RE, OA, OAJ, RL3AOE, RL1X, WPD, WTD, NW1 ("TURBO")

- Breeders: Roy and Sue Fuller
- Owner: Mary Swinyer
- Turbo on the right, carting with his half-brother Arwah in Klamath Falls, OR.
ARCH MTN HOME'S MODAR TURBOCHARGED, BN, RE, OA, OAJ, RL3AOE, RL1X, WPD, WTD, NW1 ("TURBO")

- Breeders: Roy and Sue Fuller
- Owner: Mary Swinyer
- What Turbo lacks in speed and consistency, he makes up for in entertainment value.
- Pictured on the dog walk in agility.
ARCH MTN HOME'S MODAR TURBOCHARGED, BN, RE, OA, OAJ, RL3AOE, RL1X, WPD, WTD, NW1 ("TURBO")

- Breeders: Roy and Sue Fuller
- Owner: Mary Swinyer
- Turbo tries very hard to stay focused in obedience and rally!
- Pictured heeling in rally.
ARCH MTN HOME'S MODAR TURBOCHARGED, BN, RE, OA, OAJ, RL3A0E, RL1X, WPD, WTD, NW1 ("TURBO")

- Breeders: Roy and Sue Fuller
- Owner: Mary Swinyer
- Turbo's final WPD hike at Anthony Chabot Regional Park in the Oakland Hills, CA.
CH STORM KLOUD’S AT IT AGAIN, WLDX, WTDX, WWPD, ROM, ROM-WD (“ANDY”)

• DOB: 02/02/1992  DOD: 05/07/2007
• Breeder: Nancy C. Russell
• Owners: Nancy C. Russell and Jamie Nelson
• Leader of the Iditarod Team at less than 2 years of age.
• Leader of my team until 13 years old.
• Placed 1st in the Working Bitch Class at 2001 National Specialty at 9 years of age.
• Dam of 9 AKC Champions and Champions in Portugal, Israel, Canada and Mexico.
• Dam of multiple BIS and #2 dog all-breeds in Portugal.
CH STORM KLOUD’S AT IT AGAIN, WLDX, WTX, WWPD, ROM, ROM-WD (“ANDY”)

• DOB: 02/02/1992  DOD: 05/07/2007
• Breeder: Nancy C. Russell
• Owners: Nancy C. Russell and Jamie Nelson
• Leader of the Iditarod Team at less than 2 years of age.
• Leader of my team until 13 years old.
• Placed 1st in the Working Bitch Class at 2001 National Specialty at 9 years of age.
• Dam of 9 AKC Champions and Champions in Portugal, Israel, Canada and Mexico.
• Dam of multiple BIS and #2 dog all-breeds in Portugal.
• Pictured leading the team at 10½ years of age; other dogs on the team were Jacom, 11 years; Mark, 14 years; Hugs, 1½ years; Cash, 10½ years; Keg, 8½ years; and Jacob, 13½ years.
CH STORM KLOUD’S AT IT AGAIN, WLDX, WTDX, WWPD, ROM, ROM-WD (“ANDY”)

- DOB: 02/02/1992  DOD: 05/07/2007
- Breeder: Nancy C. Russell
- Owners: Nancy C. Russell and Jamie Nelson
- Leader of the Iditarod Team at less than 2 years of age.
- Leader of my team until 13 years old.
- Placed 1st in the Working Bitch Class at 2001 National Specialty at 9 years of age.
- Dam of 9 AKC Champions and Champions in Portugal, Israel, Canada and Mexico.
- Dam of multiple BIS and #2 dog all-breeds in Portugal.
- Pictured leading the team at 12 years of age; other dogs on the team were Lance, Keg, and Solo.
A/C CH STORM KLOUD’S RRISING MARKET, WTD, WWPDX, ROM-WDX ("BROKER")

- **DOB:** 08/08/2000  **DOD:** 12/19/2013
- **Breeders:** Nancy C. Russell and Jamie Nelson
- **Owner:** Nancy C. Russell
- Broker loved to pull! He was the driving force in my team.
- He won Highest Percentage Pulled at the 2002 National Specialty.
- In 2003, he tied for 1st in AMCW’s B class with his littermate Rio, pulling a top weight of 3605 lb.
- For 9 years, Broker was my school program dog. In 2012, we did 17 programs, and he was hugged and petted by 2000 youngsters that year.
- Broker produces working drive: His son, Storm Kloud’s Xxtra Edition WWPDX was the top weight puller at 4 National Specialties and was the top puller in AMCW for 8 straight years.
- His daughter, GCH Quinault’s Twisted Sister WTDX, was #1 Mal. bitch and #2 Mal. in 2010 and has over 20,000 miles in harness and still running at 11½ years of age.
BIS BISS A/C/ISRAELI CH STORM KLOUD’S CORNER
THE MARKET, CGC, WTD, WWPDX, ROM, ROM-WDX
(“CASH”)

- DOB: 06/06/1992  DOD: 10/2003
- Breeders: Nancy C. Russell and Jamie Nelson
- Owner: Nancy C. Russell
- Winner of the 1997 National Specialty weight pull.
- Pulled 3000 lb in competition at 10½ years of age.
- Only malamute to win 2 Best in Specialty Shows from the Working Dog Class.
- BIS at the first Field of Champion Show (dogs must be working titled and AKC Champions to enter).
- Cash was my school program dog for 5 years.
CH STORM KLOUD’S VVENTURE WEST, WLD, WTDA, WWPDX (“HUGS”)

- Breeder: Nancy C. Russell
- Owner: Robert and Nancy Russell
- Hugs was our 5th generation of Champions with lead dog titles and weight pull excellent titles.
- She produced a son, CH Storm Kloud’s Good to Go, WLD, WTDA, WWPDX.
- She was BOS in the 2006 Working Dog Showcase at the Knoxville (TN) National Specialty.
A/ISREALI CH STORM KLOUD’S WHERE I AM, WLDX, WTDX, WWPD, CGC, TT (“JACOB”)

- Breeder: Nancy C. Russell
- Owners: Nancy C. Russell and Jamie Nelson
- Jacob was the main leader of the Iditarod team in 1994. Jamie said, “I could never have done it without Jacob.”
- Before he was 5 years old, he had 5000 miles in harness and most in lead.
- He was still leading Nancy’s recreational team at 13 years of age.
- Best in Veteran Sweepstakes at the 2000 National.
- Best in Show Veteran at the International KC show in 1999.
- He lacked one leg from getting his WWPDX weight pull title.
A/ISREALI CH STORM KLOUD’S HHHERE I AM, WLDX, WTDX, WWPD, CGC, TT (“JACOB”)

- Breeder: Nancy C. Russell
- Owners: Nancy C. Russell and Jamie Nelson
- Jacob was the main leader of the Iditarod team in 1994. Jamie said, “I could never have done it without Jacob.”
- This is the Iditarod Team photo, and he is the lead dog closest to the camera.
- His brother Josh is beside him, CH Storm Kloud’s Hhanibal, WLDX, WTDX, WWPD.
CH STORM KLOUD’S LLOOK AT ME NOW, WTDA, WWPDX  
(“LANCE”)

• DOB: 01/1999  DOD: 10/2011
• Breeder/Owner: Nancy C. Russell
• Won 2007 Highest Percentage Pulled at the National Specialty weight pull.
• Two-time winner of AMCA’s Working Dog Showcase.
• Sire of a multiple BIS winner and Working Dog Showcase winner, BIS BISS A/C Ch Wind’s Fury Jacob Trailblazer, ROM, ROM-WD, WPD, WTD, WWPDX, CGC, RN, TDI, VAM, AAAM.
A/C CH STORM KLOUD’S OOMIAK, CD, WLD, WTD, WWPDX, ROM, ROM-WDX (‘‘MATHEW’’)

- Breeder/Owner: Nancy C. Russell
- Mathew was a reliable lead dog, an excellent weight pull dog, and a wonderful companion.
- He passed on his great working attitude to his offspring: 30 have obtained working titles and 10 have excellent titles.
- 6 of the Iditarod Team were his pups, 6 were his grandpups, and the other 3 were his great grandpups.
- Mathew ran on our ISDRA-ranked freight racing team.
- Mathew, with sons Luke & Viking plus Cory, made up the winning Team at the 1986 National.
A/C CH ARISTEED’S FROST SHADOW, ROM, OB-ROM ("SHADOW")

- Breeders: Joel and Dorothy Remberg
- Owner: Nancy C. and Robert G. Russell
- He was undefeated in all 1976 and 1977 weight pulls.
- Sire of 20 AKC Champions and 6 obedience-titled dogs.
GCH OWYHEE'S DASH N TO ECHO MTN, CD, RE, AXP, AJP, XFP ("DASHER")

- Breeder: Gay Kuehnels-Hisatake
- Owner: Paige Carey
- AMCA 2009 Top 20 qualifier.
- AMCA 2009 People's Choice award winner.
- Pictured at an AKC sanctioned agility trial, Class: Excellent JW, Height: 20" Preferred.
GCH ECHO MTN MIDSUMMER NIGHT DREAM, BN, RN, NAP, OJP ("DREAMER")

- Breeders: Paige Carey and JoAnn Filippo
- Owner: Paige Carey
- Pictured at an AKC sanctioned agility trial, Class: Open JW, Height: 20" Preferred.
CH RAPID RUNS RIGHT BACK AT YA, CD, RAE, NA, NAJ ("ECHO")

- Breeders: JoAnn Filippo and Joseph Filippo
- Owner: Paige Carey
- Pictured at an AKC sanctioned agility trial, Class: Novice Agility Jumper, Height: 24".
HIAWATHA'S TIMBER WOLF, CD, OA, OAJ, RE ("WOLF")

- Breeders: Ann Douglas-Hardy and Skip Clark
- Owner: Paige Carey
- AMCA 2003 Blackhawk Memorial Award winner.
- Pictured at an AKC sanctioned agility trial, Class: Open JW, Height: 24"
CONTRAIL KENNEL'S TARGET IN CYBERSPACE, CGC, CDX, TDIA ("CYBER")

- DOB: 1996  DOD: 2005
- Breeders: Jan and Rocky Smith
- Owner: Pamela Renock
- She had obtained her CGC and CDX and was working on her UD when she went on to the Rainbow Bridge at the age of 8.
- Participating in over 100 documented visits to 18 different facilities in 2 states, including schools during the Iditarod, and taking part in reading programs and visiting senior facilities with Alzheimer's units earned her the title of TDIA from Therapy Dogs International (the AKC did not have a Therapy Dog title at that time).
- She was the epitome of an ambassador of the Alaskan Malamute with a temperament that allowed her to sit and watch in curiosity birds, rabbits, cats, and any other animal that may have been staying, restricted or free, at the many facilities we visited.
- She loved people, old and young alike. She was my heart dog.
- AKC pointed in conformation.
BENCHMARK'S TARGET N CYBERSPACE, CGC, RN, TDI, NA, OAJ, OF ("ECH0")

- DOB: 2002  DOD: 2013
- Breeder: Phyllis Hamilton
- Owner: Pamela Renock
- Echo was actively working toward her agility titles of AXJ, XF, and OA when she went to join Cyber, her mentor in temperament, at 10+ years old. She competed in an agility trial just 30 days before leaving us. She was my first agility dog.
- She loved recreational sledding and backpacking, and she did some weight pulling, although you could see her disgust when, after getting the weight moving, she was stopped just 16' away. She preferred sledding, where she could pull endlessly.
- Her ultimate joy was agility.
ABENAKI'S PIECE OF CYBERSPACE, CGC, RA, MX, AXJ, XF, BN, WWPD
(“KODA”)  

- Breeder: Regina Caldwell  
- Owner: Pamela Renock  
- Koda is extremely active and accomplished in agility. He has his Masters in Agility Standard Regular (at full height), is 1 leg from his Masters Fast (MXF), and is currently working on his MXJ (Masters Jumpers) and MACH (Masters Agility Champion).  
- He has his Rally Advanced title currently and intends on finishing his last leg for Rally Excellent (RE) during the AMCA National.  
- Attended the AKC Agility Invitational in 2014 and 2015.  
- AKC pointed in conformation.
ABENAKI'S PIECE OF CYBERSPACE, CGC, RA, MX, AXJ, XF, BN, WWPD ("KODA")

- Breeder: Regina Caldwell
- Owner: Pamela Renock
- Koda is extremely active and accomplished in agility. He has his Masters in Agility Standard Regular (at full height), is 1 leg from his Masters Fast (MXF), and is currently working on his MXJ (Masters Jumpers) and MACH (Masters Agility Champion).
- He has his Rally Advanced title currently and intends on finishing his last leg for Rally Excellent (RE) during the AMCA National.
- Attended the AKC Agility Invitational in 2014 and 2015.
- AKC pointed in conformation.
CH MACH ARCTICDAWN’S GUARDIAN SPIRIT, UDX, MXS, MJS, XFP, WTD, WLD, WWPDX, ROM-WD ("ATKA")

- DOB: 11/22/1999  DOD: 01/09/2015
- Breeder/Owner: Raissa Hinman
- First malamute to earn both CH and MACH titles.
- Winner of the 2009 Working Dog Showcase.
- Very proud that he has produced pups who have earned working titles in all venues all over the world.
- Sire of a top-ranked conformation dog in Australia.
- Hardest dog I’ve ever put a MACH on.
CH MACH ARCTICDAWN’S GUARDIAN SPIRIT, UDX, MXS, MJS, XFP, WTD, WLD, WWPDX, ROM-WD ("ATKA")

• DOB: 11/22/1999  DOD: 01/09/2015
• Breeder/Owner: Raissa Hinman
• First malamute to earn both CH and MACH titles.
• Winner of the 2009 Working Dog Showcase.
• Very proud that he has produced pups who have earned working titles in all venues all over the world.
• Sire of a top-ranked conformation dog in Australia.
• Hardest dog I’ve ever put a MACH on.
MACH4 U-UD ARCTICDAWN’S BOOTS R’ MADE FOR MUSHIN’, UDX4, OM5, RE, MXS2, MJS2, MXF, MFB, T2B, WTD, WLD, WWPDX ("BOOTSTRAP")

- Breeder/Owner: Raissa Hinman
- Two QQs shy of MACH5.
- Has earned more than 30 OTCH points to date.
- Twice invited to both the Obedience Invitational and Agility National in the same year.
MACH4 U-UD ARCTICDAWN’S BOOTS R’ MADE FOR MUSHIN’, UDX4, OM5, RE, MXS2, MJS2, MXF, MFB, T2B, WTD, WLD, WWPDX ("BOOTSTRAP")

- Breeder/Owner: Raissa Hinman
- Two QQs shy of MACH5.
- Has earned more than 30 OTCH points to date.
- Twice invited to both the Obedience Invitational and Agility National in the same year.
Breeders: Roy and Sue Fuller

Owner: Raissa Hinman

Other dogs on the pictured team are Atka and Bootstrap (info on other slides):

- First malamute to be invited to the AKC Obedience Invitational
- First malamute to earn an OTCH point
- First malamute to earn both MACH5 and MACH6
- Other dogs on the pictured team are Atka and Bootstrap (info on other slides)

MACH6 U-UD MTN.HOME'S AURA OF ARCTICDAWN, UDX, OMI, VER, RE, MXS3, MXF, TQX, WTD, WLD, WWPDFX, ROM-WD ("AURA") [left with orange bandana]
• Breeder: Frankie Simper
• Owners: Rick and Delilah Hymas
• Miki has been successful no matter what activity she tries.
• She's won her class in every weight pull she entered. She also took most weight pulled and highest body percentage in two separate pulls.
• Miki loves to hike, too, earning legs hiking in dense forest, rough terrain, crossing streams, and camping out.
• So far as we know, Miki, along with her rescue brother Bear, are the only two Texas malamutes ever to earn a sledding title.
• Pictured at the Houston World Series of Dog Shows, where she won her weight class.
MIKIYOK AMAROK, WWP, WPD, WTD, CGC, TT ("MIKI")

• Breeder: Frankie Simper
• Owners: Rick and Delilah Hymas
• Miki has been successful no matter what activity she tries.
• She's won her class in every weight pull she entered. She also took Most Weight Pulled and Highest Percentage Pulled in two separate pulls.
• Miki loves to hike, too, earning legs hiking in dense forest, rough terrain, crossing streams, and camping out.
• So far as we know, Miki, along with her rescue brother Bear, are the only two Texas malamutes ever to earn a sledding title.
• Pictured at her first official IWPA pull in Austin, TX, where she won her weight class and took Most Weight Pulled on the day.
MIKIYOK AMAROK, WWPD, WPD, WTD, CGC, TT ("MIKI")

- Breeder: Frankie Simper
- Owners: Rick and Delilah Hymas
- Miki has been successful no matter what activity she tries.
- She's won her class in every weight pull she entered. She also took Most Weight Pulled and Highest Percentage Pulled in two separate pulls.
- Miki loves to hike, too, earning legs hiking in dense forest, rough terrain, crossing streams, and camping out.
- So far as we know, Miki, along with her rescue brother Bear, are the only two Texas malamutes ever to earn a sledding title.
- Pictured in Huntsville State Park hiking with some Siberian Husky buddies that were also trying to earn legs via their parent club.
MIKIYOK AMAROK, WWPD, WPD, WTD, CGC, TT ("MIKI")

- Breeder: Frankie Simper
- Owners: Rick and Delilah Hymas
- Miki has been successful no matter what activity she tries.
- She's won her class in every weight pull she entered. She also took Most Weight Pulled and Highest Percentage Pulled in two separate pulls.
- Miki loves to hike, too, earning legs hiking in dense forest, rough terrain, crossing streams, and camping out.
- So far as we know, Miki, along with her rescue brother Bear, are the only two Texas malamutes ever to earn a sledding title.
- Pictured hiking in what is called "the steps" up to Lighthouse Peak in Palo Duro State Park.
BEAR, WTD ("BEAR") [right lead]

- Breeder: Unknown (rescue obtained from Texas Alaskan Malamute Rescue)
- Owners: Rick and Delilah Hymas
- Bear was picked up by Harris County Animal Control in Houston, TX. He had obviously been abused, was severely emaciated, and was deathly scared of men.
- Bear was rescued by Texas Alaskan Malamute Rescue, from whom we adopted him. It took a lot of work and several years to get Bear over his fears and to tolerate a harness.
- Bear got his PAL recognition from AKC and shortly thereafter became one of only two Texas dogs ever to earn a sledding title. Quite an accomplishment for an abused and scared rescue dog.
- Pictured with Miki at Lick Creek Park in College Station, TX, while filming a promotional video for an annual working dog event called "The Arctic Games". It was filmed by Texas A&M University students and aired on the Texas A&M TV station.
BEAR, WTD ("BEAR") [right lead]

- Breeder: Unknown (rescue obtained from Texas Alaskan Malamute Rescue)
- Owners: Rick and Delilah Hymas
- Bear was picked up by Harris County Animal Control in Houston, TX. He had obviously been abused, was severely emaciated, and was deathly scared of men.
- Bear was rescued by Texas Alaskan Malamute Rescue, from whom we adopted him. It took a lot of work and several years to get Bear over his fears and to tolerate a harness.
- Bear got his PAL recognition from AKC and shortly thereafter became one of only two Texas dogs ever to earn a sledding title. Quite an accomplishment for an abused and scared rescue dog.
- Pictured with Miki, completing their third leg for their WTD in the Sam Houston National Forest near Coldspring, TX.
**SUNSTRA'S THE ENTERTAINER, THD (“ELI”)**

- Breeders: Thea Martin Robinson and Bonnie Martin
- Owners: Robert Allan and Rhonda Trueblood
- Eli joined our family at 17 months old.
- The original plan was to get involved in obedience trials, but I could see how people were attracted to him and how well he responded to them.
- So I began taking him into work with me - I work at an Assisted Living Community - and the response was amazing.
- I then contacted Love on a Leash, and we completed all their requirements and got Eli certified.
- That was three years ago, and we are still doing visits to assisted living communities and have also been doing Saint Mary's Medical Center.
CINNELI ICE ROAD KISS AT AYAKULIK, WWPDX, WPDX, WTDX, WLDX ("KISKA")

- Breeders: Kay and John Botterill
- Owners: Sara and James Barstow
- Kiska is the only dog in Europe and only the fourth Alaskan Malamute in the history of AMCA's working dog program to earn all possible working titles.
MULTI UKC BIS/RBIS BISV, UWPCH, FO, ROI, UGRCH, GCH LUV SNOS D’YMND N THE RUFF, CGC, CD, DN, RN, BAN (CLUB & NATIONAL), UNJ, WTD, WWPD, WPD, ASCA RNX, WPDX (IWPA-WHEELS), AAAM ("RUFFY")

- Breeders: Jane Palinkas and Arthur Golinsky
- Owners: Vicki and Jane Palinkas
- Seventh malamute to earn the AAAM.
- The first malamute to get a dock diving title, and with that, she has her title in 3 different registries and is a third of the way to her Dock Novice Advanced title in AKC!
- She started dock diving when she was 8 and hasn’t slowed down a bit!
MULTI UKC BIS/RBIS BISV, UWPCH, FO, ROI, UGRCH, GCH LUV SNOS D'YMND N THE RUFF, CGC, CD, DN, RN, BAN (CLUB & NATIONAL), UNJ, WTD, WWPD, WPD, ASCA RNX, WPDX (IWPA-WHEELS), AAAM ("RUFFY")

• Breeders: Jane Palinkas and Arthur Golinsky
• Owners: Vicki and Jane Palinkas
• Seventh malamute to earn the AAAM.
• The first malamute to get a dock diving title, and with that, she has her title in 3 different registries and is a third of the way to her Dock Novice Advanced title in AKC!
• She started dock diving when she was 8 and hasn't slowed down a bit!
MULTI UKC BIS/RBIS BISV, UWPCH, FO, ROI, UGRCH, GCH LUV SNOS D’YMND N THE RUFF, CGC, CD, DN, RN, BAN (CLUB & NATIONAL), UNJ, WTD, WWPD, WPD, ASCA RNX, WPDX (IWPA-WHEELS), AAAM (“RUFFY“)

- Breeders: Jane Palinkas and Arthur Golinsky
- Owners: Vicki and Jane Palinkas
- Seventh malamute to earn the AAAM.
- The first malamute to get a dock diving title, and with that, she has her title in 3 different registries and is a third of the way to her Dock Novice Advanced title in AKC!
- She started dock diving when she was 8 and hasn’t slowed down a bit!
CH BANSHEE’S AMERICAN ADVENTURER, CGC, TDI, WWPD, AOM ("INDIANA")

• Breeder: Carlene Way
• Owners: Alicia and Michael McGuire
• Indiana made champion in seven shows and has almost completed his owner-handled GCH.
• In addition to his confirmation showing, Indiana also competes in cart racing, scootering and sledding, weight pull, and is a certified therapy dog.
• Pictured at the Fair Hill Challenge, running in left wheel.
CH BANSHEE’S AMERICAN ADVENTURER, CGC, TDI, WWPD, AOM ("INDIANA")

- Breeder: Carlene Way
- Owners: Alicia and Michael McGuire
- Indiana made champion in seven shows and has almost completed his owner-handled GCH.
- In addition to his confirmation showing, Indiana also competes in cart racing, scootering and sledding, weight pull, and is a certified therapy dog.
Breeders: Jette Hersinger and Allan Rasmussen
Owners: Susanne and Laurence Gutierrez

Tikaani is a visiting dog at 3 nursing homes through Tryg Fondens Besoegehunde and has just been certified as a R.E.A.D. (Reading Education Assistance Dog) at Roskilde Library in Denmark through Laesehunde.dk.

We attend Rally Obedience with Roskilde DCH with the competition team.

We also participate in DKK Danish Kennel Club and DPHK Danish Polarbreed Club shows. Tikaani was BOB Veteran at DKK Bornholm 2015, BOB Veteran at SKK Swedish Kennel Club Ronneby 2015, and BOB Veteran and BIS2 Veteran at DPHK Show 2015.

We also backpack and bicycle in the area, including Skjoldungernes National Park, with our wonderful 9-year-old Alaskan Malamute.
BIS3, BIS3 VETERAN BLACK LOTUS COME ON LET’S DANCE ("TIKAANI")

• Breeders: Jette Hersinger and Allan Rasmussen
• Owners: Susanne and Laurence Gutierrez
• Tikaani is a visiting dog at 3 nursing homes through Tryg Fondens Besoegshunde and has just been certified as a R.E.A.D. (Reading Education Assistance Dog) at Roskilde Library in Denmark through Laesehunde.dk.
• We attend Rally Obedience with Roskilde DcH with the competition team.
• We also participate in DKK Danish Kennel Club and DPHK Danish Polarbreed Club shows. Tikaani was BOB Veteran at DKK Bornholm 2015, BOB Veteran at SKK Swedish Kennel Club Ronneby 2015, and BOB Veteran and BIS2 Veteran at DPHK Show 2015.
• We also backpack and bicycle in the area, including Skjoldungernes National Park, with our wonderful 9 year old Alaskan Malamute.
BIS3, BIS3 VETERAN BLACK LOTUS COME ON LET’S DANCE ("TIKAANI")

- Breeders: Jette Hersinger and Allan Rasmussen
- Owners: Susanne and Laurence Gutierrez
- Tikaani is a visiting dog at 3 nursing homes through Tryg Fondens Besøgshunde and has just been certified as a R.E.A.D. (Reading Education Assistance Dog) at Roskilde Library in Denmark through Laesehunde.dk.
- We attend Rally Obedience with Roskilde DcH with the competition team.
- We also participate in DKK Danish Kennel Club and DPHK Danish Polarbreed Club shows. Tikaani was BOB Veteran at DKK Bornholm 2015, BOB Veteran at SKK Swedish Kennel Club Ronneby 2015, and BOB Veteran and BIS2 Veteran at DPHK Show 2015.
- We also backpack and bicycle in the area, including Skjoldungernes National Park, with our wonderful 9 year old Alaskan Malamute.
BIS3, BIS3 VETERAN BLACK LOTUS COME ON LET'S DANCE ("TIKAANI")

- Breeders: Jette Hersinger and Allan Rasmussen
- Owners: Susanne and Laurence Gutierrez
- Tikaani is a visiting dog at 3 nursing homes through Tryg Fondens Besoegshunde and has just been certified as a R.E.A.D. (Reading Education Assistance Dog) at Roskilde Library in Denmark through Laesehunde.dk.
- We attend Rally Obedience with Roskilde DcH with the competition team.
- We also participate in DKK Danish Kennel Club and DPHK Danish Polarbreed Club shows. Tikaani was BOB Veteran at DKK Bornholm 2015, BOB Veteran at SKK Swedish Kennel Club Ronneby 2015, and BOB Veteran and BIS2 Veteran at DPHK Show 2015.
- We also backpack and bicycle in the area, including Skjoldungernes National Park, with our wonderful 9 year old Alaskan Malamute.
UBIS, URBIS, UWPCH, URO3, UCDX, ALCH, ARCHX KLOUD BURST'S BROWN EYED GIRL, CGCA, BN, CDX, RAE, TT, WWPD, RL1X2, RL2X, RL3X, CD-C, RATN ("OONAH")

- Breeders: Richard and Roseann Deutsch
- Owner: Sarah Todd
- Oonah trains and competes in obedience, rally, agility, barn hunt, weight pull, and conformation.
- She has over 30 performance titles in various venues.
- World Cynosport Rally: Nationally ranked #1 for Level 3 in 2014. She also earned Awards of Excellence for Levels RL1, RL2, and RL3.
UBIS, URBIS, UWPCH, URO3, UCDX, ALCH, ARCHX KLOUD BURST'S BROWN EYED GIRL, CGCA, BN, CDX, RAE, TT, WWPD, RL1X2, RL2X, RL3X, CD-C, RATN ("OONAH")

- Breeders: Richard and Roseann Deutsch
- Owner: Sarah Todd
- Oonah trains and competes in obedience, rally, agility, barn hunt, weight pull, and conformation.
- She has over 30 performance titles in various venues.
- World Cynosport Rally: Nationally ranked #1 for Level 3 in 2014. She also earned Awards of Excellence for Levels RL1, RL2, and RL3.
A/C/SKC CH STORM KLOUD’S ZSONIC BOOM, WTD, CGC ("BOOMER")

- Breeder: Nancy C. Russell
- Owners: Richard and Roseann Deutsch
- First Working Team Dog for Kloud Burst Alaskan Malamutes.
- Earned 2 out of 3 legs for CD: He couldn’t keep quiet on the down stay, so no 3rd leg and no title after many attempts. Too busy being a comedian!
- Boomer is seen in all pedigrees of Kloud Burst Dogs of the past and present.
- Producer of numerous working, obedience, and performance titled dogs.
CH KASAAN’S KARIZMA O’ KLOUD BURST, CD, WTD, CGC, ROM, OB-ROM ("KASSI")

- DOB: 09/02/1989  DOD: 09/06/2001
- Breeder: Bonnie McMahon-Howen
- Owners: Richard and Roseann Deutsch
- Foundation bitch for Kloud Burst Alaskan Malamutes and the heart of all Kloud Burst breedings.
- Our first CD in obedience.
- One of the top producing bitches in breed history, producing all-around malamutes.
- One of the few malamute bitches in our breed history to have an Obedience ROM.
- Producer of numerous working, obedience, and performance titled dogs.
- Her children earned a total of 41 titles.
- Kassi is seen in all pedigrees of Kloud Burst dogs of the past and present.
BISS CH KLOUD BURST’S SURE SHOT, WTD, WPD, WWPD
("PISTOL")

- Breeders/Owners: Richard and Roseann Deutsch
- Our first home-bred Working Team Dog out of our first breeding.
- Ran single and double lead.
- Producer of champion, working, obedience, and performance titled dogs.
- Produced fantastic all-around dogs with awesome temperaments.
CH KLOUD BURST’S SHE’S GOT THE LOOK, WTD, WPD ("LOOKER")

• DOB: 09/12/1994  DOD: 10/06/2008
• Breeders/Owners: Richard and Roseann Deutsch
• Producer of multiple specialty winners, champion, working, obedience, and performance titled dogs.
• Passed on her all-around abilities to all Kloud Burst dogs of the past and present.
CH KLOUD BURST'S VANILLA BEAN, WWPD ("BREYER")

- DOB: 08/14/1999  DOD: 10/16/2013
- Breeders/Owners: Richard and Roseann Deutsch
- Earned his Working Weight Pull Dog but also loved backpacking.
CH KLOUD BURST’S YOU’RE MY OBSESSION, WWPD (“BLITZEN”)

- DOB: 12/07/2004  DOD: 11/14/2013
- Breeders/Owners: Richard and Roseann Deutsch
- Awesome working weight pull dog.
- Additionally, loved to run on the sled team with his brother Cupid and his other Kloud Burst family members.
KLOUD BURST’S I’VE GOT MY GAME ON, CD, CGC, BN, GN, RE, MXB, MXJ, XF, MX, MXPB, MXP3, MJP, WWPD (“TRACE”)

- Breeders: Richard and Roseann Deutsch
- Owners: Barbara Pisch and Roseann Deutsch
- Besides earning obedience and working titles, Trace has earned MANY, MANY advanced agility and rally titles!
KLOUD BURST’S I’LL BE YOUR EVERYTHING, CD, CGC, RE, OA, OAJ, OF, AXP, AJP, WWPD ("BEEGEE")

- Breeders: Richard and Roseann Deutsch
- Owners: Barbara Pisch and Roseann Deutsch
- Besides earning obedience and working titles, BeeGee has earned MANY advanced agility and rally titles!
CH KLOUD BURST’S IRISH MIST, CD, CGC, WTD, WPD (“SHAMROCK”)

- Breeders: Richard and Roseann Deutsch
- Owners: Barbara Pisch and Roseann Deutsch
KLOUD BURST'S COMMAND PERFORMANCE, CD, CGC, AX, AXJ, WWPD ("BRAVO")

- Breeders: Richard and Roseann Deutsch
- Owners: Barbara Pisch and Roseann Deutsch
GCH-BRONZE KLOUD BURST’S STRAIT FROM THE HEART, WWPD (“CUPID”)

- Breeders/Owners: Richard and Roseann Deutsch
- Awesome working weight pull dog.
- Loved to run on the sled team with the other Kloud Burst family members.
CH KLOUD BURST’S FEEL THE ATTRACTION, WWPD (“VELLA”)

- DOB: 06/21/2001  DOD: 09/30/2015
- Breeders/Owners: Richard and Roseann Deutsch
- Awesome working weight pull dog.
- Loved to run on the sled team with the other Kloud Burst family members.
CH KLOUD BURST’S HOLD’N ON TO WHAT WE’V GOT, WWPD (“HUTCH”)

- Breeders/Owners: Richard and Roseann Deutsch
CH KLOUD BURST’S SWEET INTOXICATION, WWPD (“BIKKINI”)

- DOB: 06/08/2005  DOD: 11/30/2012
- Breeders/Owners: Richard and Roseann Deutsch
CH KLOUD BURST’S SWEET SOPHISTICATION, WWPD (“SOPHIE”)

• Breeders/Owners: Richard and Roseann Deutsch
KLOUD BURST’S EASY TO BE ELEGANT, WWPD ("PEBBLES")

- Breeders/Owners: Richard and Roseann Deutsch
- Weight pull dog and also ran on our Kloud Burst sled team.
CH KLOUD BURST’S MAKIN’ IT HAPPEN, WWPD ("MACEY")

- Breeders/Owners: Richard and Roseann Deutsch
- Weight pull dog and also ran on our Kloud Burst sled team.
CH KLOUD BURST’S DRESSED FUR SUCCESS, WWPD (“FUCHSIA”)

- DOB: 06/08/2005  DOD: 11/30/2012
- Breeders/Owners: Richard and Roseann Deutsch
KLOUD BURST’S TIP O’ THE RAINBOW, CD, WTD, WPD, WWPD (“TIPSY”)

- Breeders: Richard and Roseann Deutsch
- Owners: Moses and Cathy Martin and Richard and Roseann Deutsch
- Pictured with Moses backpacking.
- Also ran in lead position while sledding.
KLOUD BURST’S NANTUCKET KNIGHT, BN, CD, RE, CGC (‘BRODY’)

- Breeders: Richard and Roseann Deutsch
- Owner: Donna Lopes
- Brody works in obedience and rally, currently striving for his advanced titles.
KLOUD BURST’S FIRST SLED TEAM

- **Lead**: BISS CH KLOUD BURST’S SURE SHOT, WTD, WPD, WWPD ("PISTOL")
  - Breeders: Richard and Roseann Deutsch
- **Swing (left)**: CH KLOUD BURST’S IRISH MIST, CD, CGC, WTD, WPD ("SHAMROCK")
  - Breeders: Richard and Roseann Deutsch
- **Swing (right)**: CH KASAAN’S KARIZMA O’ KLOUD BURST, CD, WTD, CGC, ROM, OB-ROM ("KASSI")
  - Breeders: Bonnie McMahon-Howen
- **Wheel (left)**: CH KLOUD BURST N’ KASAAN CUST’M ORD’R, CDX, WTD, WPD, WWPD, TDI ("BROC")
  - Breeders: Richard and Roseann Deutsch
- **Wheel (right)**: KLOUD BURST’S TIP O’ THE RAINBOW, CD, WTD, WPD, WWPD ("TIPSY")
  - Breeders: Richard and Roseann Deutsch

This is Kloud Burst’s most accomplished sled team - THE FABULOUS FIVE!

- All out of our first litter: Kassi, with 4 out of 5 of her get from her first litter, sired by Boomer.
NORTHPAW’S BOUNCING BOGIE, CGC, TDI, WWPDX, IWPA-WDS, HWF (“BOGIE”)

- Breeder: Barbara Lichota
- Owners: Brenda Lemon and Valarie Thawley
- Completed his CGC at 2 years of age.
- Won Most Weight Pulled 7 times at the Harrisburg Area Specialty.
- Won the Gold Medal on Snow at the IWPA Championship [pictured].
- Initiated a weight pull challenge in honor of Bogie at the Harrisburg Area Specialty.
- Inducted as the 27th member of the AMCA Hall of Working Fame on 10/20/2010.
- Was in a nationwide Alaskan Malamute calendar for 2 years (2000 & 2001).
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NORTHPAW’S BOUNCING BOGIE, CGC, TDI, WWPDX, IWPA-WDS, HWF (“BOGIE”)

- Breeder: Barbara Lichota
- Owners: Brenda Lemon and Valarie Thawley
- Completed his CGC at 2 years of age.
- Won Most Weight Pulled 7 times at the Harrisburg Area Specialty.
- Won the Gold Medal on Snow at the IWPA Championship.
- Initiated a weight pull challenge in honor of Bogie at the Harrisburg Area Specialty.
- Inducted as the 27th member of the AMCA Hall of Working Fame on 10/20/2010.
- Was in a nationwide Alaskan Malamute calendar for 2 years (2000 & 2001).
- Pictured with his many trophies earned from weight pulling.
NORTHPAW’S BOUNCING BOGIE, CGC, TDI, WWPDX, IWPA-WDS, HWF (“BOGIE”)

- Breeder: Barbara Lichota
- Owners: Brenda Lemon and Valarie Thawley
- Completed his CGC at 2 years of age.
- Won Most Weight Pulled 7 times at the Harrisburg Area Specialty.
- Won the Gold Medal on Snow at the IWPA Championship.
- Initiated a weight pull challenge in honor of Bogie at the Harrisburg Area Specialty.
- Inducted as the 27th member of the AMCA Hall of Working Fame on 10/20/2010.
- Was in a nationwide Alaskan Malamute calendar for 2 years (2000 & 2001).
- Pictured at his retirement weight pull (earned Most Weight Pulled).
NORTHPAW’S DANCING UNDER THE STARS, WWPD, IWPA–WDX (“CARMEN”)

- Breeder/Owner: Barbara Lichota
- Completed her WWPD at 3 years of age, handled by Valarie Thawley.
- Completed her IWPA-WD and -WDX at 4 years of age.
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- Breeder/Owner: Barbara Lichota
- Completed her WWPD at 3 years of age, handled by Valarie Thawley.
- Completed her IWPA-WD and -WDX at 4 years of age.
CH NORTHPAW’S POWER PLAYS, CGC, RN, WWPDX, IWPA-WDS, RHF ("RAIDER")

- Breeder: Barbara Lichota
- Owner: Valarie Thawley
- Completed WWPD at 4 years of age and WWPDX at 5 years of age.
- Completed IWPA-WD, -WDX, and -WDS between the ages of 4–6 years.
- Completed AKC Championship at 7 years of age.
- Completed CGC at 8 years of age and RN at 10 years of age.
- Won Most Weight Pulled at both the Regional and National Specialties for 2010 and 2012.
- Inducted into the 3000# Club for weight pulling at the 2009 National Specialty.
- Runner-up 2 years in a row in the Working Dog Showcase.
- Inducted into the Regional Hall of Fame in IWPA in 2014.
- Won the Bronze Medal on Snow at IWPA Championships.
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NORTHPAW’S WAR GAMES, CGC, WWPDX, IWPA–WDX ("ROWDY")

- DOB: 12/12/2000  DOD: 12/17/2013
- Breeder/Owner: Barbara Lichota
- Got both majors but couldn’t finish his championship due to injury (only needed 3 singles).
- His highest weight pulled was at 2003 National Specialty in Sturbridge, MA.
- His highest percentage weight pulled was at 2003 Regional Specialty in Sturbridge, MA.
- Proud sire of the following:
  - CH NORTHPAW’S POWER PLAYS, CGC, RN, WWPDX, IWPA–WDS, RHF ("RAIDER")
  - CH ARCTIC HOPE’S BRAVE BETSY, TT ("BETSY")
  - ARCTIC HOPE’S BRAVE SPIRIT, STAR, CGC, RN, BN, CW-SRA, CW-ZR1A, CW-OB1, CW-G1, RL1AOE ("SHAMAN")
  - ARCTIC HOPE’S BRAVE THE SNOW STORM, STAR, CGCA, TDI, TT, BN, CD, RA, RL1X, RL2, CW-OB1, CW-ARA, CW-ZR1, CW-G1A, RATI ("SNOW")
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- Breeder/Owner: Barbara Lichota
- Got both majors but couldn’t finish his championship due to injury (only needed 3 singles).
- His highest weight pulled was at 2003 National Specialty in Sturbridge, MA.
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NORTHPAW'S KISS ME ONCE AGAIN, CGC, WWPD, IWPA–WDS ("SHASTA")

- DOB: 04/20/1998  DOD: 02/2012
- Breeder: Barbara Lichota
- Owner: Valarie Thawley
- Almost completed her WWPDX.
- Completed 2 legs toward her WPD.
- Received numerous Regional medals and competed in several IWPA Championships.
NORTHPAW'S KISS ME ONCE AGAIN, CGC, WWPD, IWPA–WDS ("SHASTA")

- DOB: 04/20/1998  DOD: 02/2012
- Breeder: Barbara Lichota
- Owner: Valarie Thawley
- Almost completed her WWPDX.
- Completed 2 legs toward her WPD.
- Received numerous Regional medals and competed in several IWPA Championships.
CH NORTHPAW’S ALL THAT JAZZ, CGC, WWPDX, IWPA–WDX (“JAZZ”)

- Breeder: Barbara Lichota
- Owner: Carlene Way
CH NORTHPAW’S ALL THAT JAZZ, CGC, WWPDX, IWPA–WDX (“JAZZ”)

- Breeder: Barbara Lichota
- Owner: Carlene Way
BANSHEE'S OH MY DARLING, CGC, BN, RN, WWPD, IWPA–WD ("DARLA")

- Breeder: Carlene Way
- Owners: Brenda Lemon and Valarie Thawley
- Completed her CGC at 1 year of age.
- Completed her BN at 2 years of age.
- Completed her WWPD at 3 years of age.
- Completed her RN at 4 years of age.
- Completed her IWPA–WD at 4 years of age.
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- Breeder: Carlene Way
- Owners: Brenda Lemon and Valarie Thawley
- Completed her CGC at 1 year of age.
- Completed her BN at 2 years of age.
- Completed her WWPD at 3 years of age.
- Completed her RN at 4 years of age.
- Completed her IWPA–WD at 4 years of age.
UWP ILLUSION SNO-SHIRE'S ASTRO DYNAMIC, CGCA, WWPDX (“ASTRO”)  

- Breeder: Pamela and Joseph Fusco  
- Owner: Dave and Christina Watts  
- A late bloomer in weight pull, but he quickly grew to love it and finished his WWPDA in just 2 months!  
- Astro's favorite is weight pull demos, as he enjoys the cheering crowd, and he loves public ed events.
TWO MOON'S STANDING LIKE A STONEWALL O'POWDERHOUND, CGC, WWPDX ("JACKSON")

- Breeder: Jennifer Effler-Leveille and Dustin Smyka Warner
- Owner: Dave and Christina Watts, Tim Muldoon, Tina Shirshun
- Jackson got a late start in working, but he hit the ground running.
- Weight pull, packing, and sledding, he loves it.
- His favorite work - anything with kids!!!
U-CH POWDERHOUND N' TWOMOON'S PRETTY IN PINK, CGCA, RAT-N, WWPDX ("PINKERS")

- Breeder: Jennifer Effler-Leveille and Dustin Smyka Warner
- Owner: Dave and Christina Watts, Jennifer Effler-Leveille
- Pinkers loves learning new jobs.
- She is starting trialing in rally obedience and look for her soon in an agility ring near you.
- AKC pointed toward her championship.
POWDERHOUND N' TWO MOON'S TRUE GRIT, WWPDX ("DUKE")

- Breeder: Jennifer Effler-Leveille and Dustin Smyka Warner
- Owner: Tom and Sue Kilkenney
- Duke loves weight pull and watching over the grand babies!
ARCTIC HOPE'S BRAVE HEART, STAR, CGC, TT ("CINDY LOU")

- Breeder/Owner: Leesa Thomas
- Cindy Lou is very people-oriented and loves any event that lets her kiss a bunch of strangers.
- She’s trained in obedience, rally, and agility; however, she has yet to compete.
- Pictured here doing a “Snow Dogs” presentation at the Olmsted Falls Christmas open house, Dec 2013.
CH TARNISH'S MOUNTAIN MAJESTIC, CGC, TT, TDinc, WPD, WWPDX, RN, SAM ("GLACIER")

- DOB: 06/15/1996  DOD: 06/23/2010
- Breeder: Bill Kissell and Belva Sutton Kissell
- Owners: Rhyde and Leesa Thomas
- Easily completed his WWPDX and his WPD titles.
- My first therapy dog. He loved kids and enjoyed the school visits the most.
- Glacier adored horses. I had to drag him away to continue our WPD hike (pictured).
ARCTIC HOPE'S 1ST IN MY HEART, TT, WTD ("ASIK") (center)

- Breeder/Owner: Leesa Thomas
- Asik enjoys sledding and backpacking. She loves the snow.
- She’s accompanied here by two of her kids, Mishka (left) and Cindy Lou (right). She’s a fantastic mother!
- Pictured here doing a 5-mile hike in the Cleveland metro area, Feb 2012.
Breeders: David and Shilon Bedford
Owner: Leesa Thomas
Penny enjoys being a diva, but when she’s in harness, she’ll go through a mud puddle rather than around it.
Foundation bitch for Arctic Hope. Excellent mother and passed along her beauty, brains, and wonderful temperament to all of her kids.
Pictured here after completing a WTD leg at Manistee National Forest, MI. Her kids, Xarri and Asik, are in the background.
**ARCTIC HOPE'S BRAVE SPIRIT, STAR, CGC, RN, BN, CW-SRA, CW-ZR1A, CW-OB1, CW-G1, RL1AOE ("SHAMAN")**

- Breeder/Owner: Leesa Thomas
- Shaman is my first obedience dog. Although I've trained all of my dogs in basic obedience and even competed in Rally Novice, this is the first time that I've actually competed in the obedience ring.
- We enjoy competing in C-WAGS the most, although we also compete in World CynoSport, AKC, and UKC.
- Just finished his Beginner Novice title at the 2015 National Specialty.
- Pictured competing in the novice weight pull at the 2012 Regional Specialty.
ARCTIC HOPE'S BRAVE SPIRIT, STAR, CGC, RN, BN, CW-SRA, CW-ZR1A, CW-OB1, CW-G1, RL1AOE ("SHAMAN")

• Breeder/Owner: Leesa Thomas
• Shaman is my first obedience dog. Although I’ve trained all of my dogs in basic obedience and even competed in Rally Novice, this is the first time that I’ve actually competed in the obedience ring.
• We enjoy competing in C-WAGS the most, although we also compete in World CynoSport, AKC, and UKC.
• Just finished his Beginner Novice title at the 2015 National Specialty.
• Pictured competing in an AKC Rally trial, completing his Rally Novice title.
ARCTIC HOPE'S BRAVE THE SNOW STORM, STAR, CGCA, TDI, TT, BN, CD, RA, RL1X, RL2, CW-OB1, CW-ARA, CW-ZR1, CW-G1A, RATI ("SNOW")

• Breeder: Leesa Thomas
• Owners: Ann and Tim Spurrier
• Snow loves everyone and everything; she’d rather make love than war.
• She’s Ann’s first malamute and first obedience dog. She loves learning new things and does them very well (when she wants to ... she is a malamute, after all).
• She’s training in weight pull and backpacking, and hopefully, she’ll enjoy some sledding time this winter.
• She also participates in a reading program at several local libraries and enjoys getting belly rubs as the kids read to her.
ARCTIC HOPE'S BRAVE THE SNOW STORM, STAR, CGCA, TDI, TT, BN, CD, RA, RL1X, RL2, CW-OB1, CW-ARA, CW-ZR1, CW-G1A, RATI ("SNOW")

- Breeder: Leesa Thomas
- Owners: Ann and Tim Spurrier
- Snow loves everyone and everything; she’d rather make love than war.
- She’s Ann’s first malamute and first obedience dog. She loves learning new things and does them very well (when she wants to ... she is a malamute, after all).
- She’s training in weight pull and backpacking, and hopefully, she’ll enjoy some sledding time this winter.
- She also participates in a reading program at several local libraries and enjoys getting belly rubs as the kids read to her.
CH ARCTIC HOPE’S DOUBLE T’LEAD, CGC, TT, TDI, WTD, WPD, WWPD (‘XARRI’)

Breeder/Owner: Leesa Thomas

Xarri loves working, whether it’s in harness, wearing a backpack, or letting kids read to him. He has an outstanding temperament and a strong desire to please. Working toward his Grand Championship, and will be working toward his Rally Novice soon.

Pictured at the Harrisburg weight pull in 2010.
CH ARCTIC HOPE’S DOUBLE T’LEAD, CGC, TT, TDI, WTD, WPD, WWPD (“XARRI”)

• Breeder/Owner: Leesa Thomas
• Xarri loves working, whether it’s in harness, wearing a backpack, or letting kids read to him. He has an outstanding temperament and a strong desire to please.
• Working toward his Grand Championship, and will be working toward his Rally Novice soon.
• Pictured with his dam, Penny, completing their WPD titles at Punderson State Park in Apr 2010.
CH ARCTIC HOPE'S DOUBLE T'LEAD, CGC, TT, TDI, WTD, WPD, WWPD ("XARRI")

- Breeder/Owner: Leesa Thomas
- Xarri loves working, whether it's in harness, wearing a backpack, or letting kids read to him. He has an outstanding temperament and a strong desire to please.
- Working toward his Grand Championship, and will be working toward his Rally Novice soon.
- Pictured being an ambassador for the breed at the Christmas Open House, Olmsted Falls, Dec 2010.
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Xarri loves working, whether it's in harness, wearing a backpack, or letting kids read to him. He has an outstanding temperament and a strong desire to please.

Working toward his Grand Championship, and will be working toward his Rally Novice soon.

Pictured being an ambassador for the breed at the Christmas Open House, Olmsted Falls, Dec 2010.
CH ARCTIC HOPE'S DOUBLE T'LEAD, CGC, TT, TDI, WTD, WPD, WWPD ("XARRI")

- Breeder/Owner: Leesa Thomas
- Xarri loves working, whether it's in harness, wearing a backpack, or letting kids read to him. He has an outstanding temperament and a strong desire to please.
- Working toward his Grand Championship, and will be working toward his Rally Novice soon.
- Pictured being an ambassador for the breed at the Christmas Open House, Olmsted Falls, Dec 2010. He enjoyed meeting Santa and Mrs. Claus, and they enjoyed meeting him!